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Inside the metal walls, darkness reigned. Not an absence of light, but rather a consuming force. It conquered the corrosion seeping into the cracks and crevices of the chamber. This was a nightmarish place, full of detritus from conquered
enemies and underlings alike, their very components littering the floors and walls. It was an ugly, industrial place that
stung the olfactory circuits with its pungent aromas of caustic chemicals. Yet the darkness concealed the sharp edges of the
architecture, softening their harshness. Such was its duality. And most importantly of all, the darkness salved its master’s
aggrieved processor.
A formless expanse moved in the darkness, and suddenly there was light. It stabbed at the very heart of the darkness,
wounding its mortal enemy. And yet languid shadows melted across the illuminated metalwork, taunting the meager photons
as they struggled to reach the occupant of the far wall. As the first few of their number managed this feat, the true nature of
the chamber was revealed: this was no junkyard, but a trophy room. The trophy raised his head slowly.
Megatron appeared to stare intently at the bank of screens and monitors that lined the north wall, his helmet alabaster in
the pale glow. His optics focused on one screen in particular, and a sardonic smile played out across his face. The image of
an oil refinery bustling with activity burned into the blackness. The tyrant turned from his victory to continue the conversation with his trophy.
“No, he fights to put an end to you, to put an end to this war!” Ratchet’s mechanical voice was filled with righteous
anger, but failed to move Megatron.
“Does he? Though away from Cybertron, I still am Megatron! I retain my presence on our homeworld, and I have heard
of the struggles he had with peace.” Megatron advanced on the Autobot, his face half-wrapped in the darkness. “When
Prime thought I was gone, when he thought the war was finally over, he changed. He lost purpose. It is I who gave him his
purpose back. This war gave him his purpose back!”
Ratchet’s optics narrowed as he glared at the Decepticon leader. “I don’t believe you.” It was a small statement from an
Autobot made small by history’s cruel twists. It was hard to see, in this defeated husk, the same Ratchet who had been the
last Autobot standing as his comrades hung like meat aboard the ruined Ark. The same Ratchet who had bested Megatron
in his moment of assured victory.
Curse that cliff, Megatron once thought when recalling that incident, but it no longer mattered: the proper order had
been restored.
“Then ask yourself this: Prime has known my location for months now. Why has he not launched a final attack? He has
the resources.” Megatron had always boasted of his strength, but even he knew that what he was about to say next was true:
“Here on Earth, my soldiers are few, while he has many. He could have ended this long ago.”
Ratchet spat with conviction, “Because Prime is as he always has been: there to stop you when you attack, not to engage
you and put his soldiers at risk.” Megatron knew that this was true, from a coward’s point of view. Optimus was not known
to put his Autobots in harm’s way, even if it meant that victory would be assured. The only time that he had even come close
to doing so had been during the initial Underbase fiasco millions of years ago, but that had been a different matter and situation entirely.
Megatron turned back toward the screen with the scrambling fleshlings. They roiled over the structure like maggots on
carrion. “Perhaps, but it doesn’t change things.”
“Doesn’t change what? Explain it to me. If we are not here to win this war, then why do we continue to battle you?”
Ratchet didn’t relent. He was always one of the more stubborn Autobots. Perhaps that was why, unique among all his
enemies, Megatron almost respected him.
Megatron gazed past the screen now, as if to look into the future itself. “Maybe those who come after us will see things
differently; but for Prime, for me... and for you, Ratchet, we fight--”



“All this talk of the ‘fight,’ Megatron! It seems like you’re not particularly concerned with winning anymore. Have
you given up?” Ratchet interrupted. The medic’s spark was as strong as ever, even if his feeble, battered body now betrayed
him.
“Oh, quite the contrary…” Megatron re-focused on the screens, though still aware that Ratchet was waiting for him
to finish his thought. “Victory has always been a forgone conclusion.” Megatron was now fully engaged with the task at
hand as he pressed a series of buttons that brought up images of three of his lieutenants. On the top screen was Starscream,
a smirk ever-plastered on his face. Starscream had stabbed Megatron in the back countless times, but they each kept functioning. Perhaps, in some sick way, the two of them needed each other; Starscream the usurper and Megatron the conqueror.
Below Starscream’s visage was Thundercracker. Despite having identical body types, Starscream and Thundercracker were
nothing alike. Thundercracker starred into the monitor with his face emotionless. To his right was a screen with Octane.
Like Starscream, he wasn’t the most loyal of Decepticons. However, Megatron knew exactly how to keep him in check:
oil, Energon, and occasionally a few credits that Octane could spend at his own discretion in some seedy, back-world bar.
“Starscream, report! Is everything proceeding as planned?”
Starscream was sitting relaxed in his luxuriant command chair, his feet up on computer bank. Arrogance permeated his
entire being. “Of course it is! You have me in charge, don’t you?”
“All indications are that Bludgeon has multiple battle plans based on every conceivable type of offensive that we could
launch.” Octane scanned the data one last time before relaying it back to Megatron, making sure that it was all in accord. He
was a ‘Con that liked his oil. And the better his work, the better the oil.
In contrast to Starscream’s relaxed posture and Octane’s self-serving attitude, Thundercracker stood in his monitor at
full attention out of respect to his leader. He remained silent until Megatron addressed him, “Thundercracker, are you sure
Bludgeon will launch the counter-attack we anticipate?”
“Yes, it won’t be long before he discovers that we know the inner workings of his battle plans. He will adjust his counter
measures accordingly.” Thundercracker’s straight-backed posture never changed.
Megatron leaned back from the screens, and let a smile cross his face. “Excellent!” The smile widened even further, and
the metallic equivalent of a pointed cuspid glimmered in the pale light. “That is exactly what I am counting on!”

Slouched, the demon pressed his face into the planet’s surface. The light from the holographic world made his face all the
more eerie: the bone cheeks washed in blue, and the empty eye sockets that were bottomless in their horror. Bludgeon knew
Megatron utterly, and had every engagement and counter-engagement possible on this planet calculated, with a response
scenario for each planned. The Decepticon Empire was a living being; it needed change and growth. It thrived on it. To
Bludgeon, removing Megatron was only logical, as the archaic Decepticon had become a cancer in the body of the Empire.
Megatron may have been crucial in the early days of the Decepticons, but now he was an imperfection to be cut from its
heart. Bludgeon would be the Empire’s savior. “Snaptrap, how go preparations?”
The purple robot with the turtle shell and massive twin cannons on his back stood at attention behind Bludgeon,
studying his commander’s obsession with the hologram. “Excellent, sir. We have calculated several different attack patterns
Megatron’s ‘army’ may use against us. We are prepared for each.”
“The fool! Does he really think he and his pitiful little band of outcasts can take this stronghold?” Bludgeon picked
up his katana from the table before him and swung it broadly in an arc that traced the curved interior of his sanctum. Its
blade was flawlessly polished and reflected the light in the bunker with an elegance that was almost breathtaking. Bludgeon
held it tight in both metallic hands, examining it as an old friend. Or perhaps his optics fell on his own image in the blade’s
lustrous surface, and he was losing himself in its depths. He had spent the last solar cycle preparing for this final test. To
say his bunker was a fortress was an understatement: twenty-foot thick solid cyber-steel walls, multiple manned weapons
stations, numerous automatic tracking turrets along the stronghold’s roof. It would take an army beyond Megatron’s ability
to raise to penetrate the structure. Even inside, however, security systems would pick off intruders before they could make
it anywhere near vital systems. Bludgeon’s cold optics glowed suddenly bright at the thought of Megatron mowed down by
the un-manned guns crowning the stronghold. Such an ignoble death. It would befit him so.
Bludgeon was drawn from his ruminations by a rasping sound. At a console, furiously checking facts, Darkwing cleared
his vocal processor, and stated ominously, “We may have a problem.”
Bludgeon slowly turned to look at the dark gray and light blue robot. Somehow, even with a skull for a face, he managed
to convey annoyance. Darkwing didn’t dare to glance up at the glowering skeletal samurai in stealthy orange and purple
armor. Instead he remained focused on his screen, which glowed so brightly that various facts and figures could be seen
reflected on his face. “What problem?”
“It seems that several of our tactical layouts have been compromised.” Darkwing pressed a series of keys and a printout
of the report slid out of the console below the screen. Darkwing handed the clear sheet of interactive plastic and silicon
to Bludgeon. The Decepticon Pretender stared through the sheet, quite literally, and at the former Powermaster who had
given it to him. Bludgeon let the report tumble through his fingers to the floor and leaned into Darkwing’s face. The winged
Decepticon recoiled as far as his stiff-backed chair would allow.
“Impossible! You told me that every part of this network was designed and secured by the best‘data divers’ in the galaxy.
No one should be able to crack our system from the outside.” Bludgeon’s cherry-red optics began to glow white hot with
anger. Although it would go against the axiom, Bludgeon felt more than willing to shoot the messenger whenever circumstances dictated, especially since it had been Darkwing’s idea to organize the intergalactic techno-guild in the first place.
“That’s just it though, it wasn’t done from the outside…” With that, Bludgeon’s anger was instantly transformed.
Though he would never let it show on his face, the Pretender was completely shocked by this revelation. Bludgeon was the



future of the Decepticon Empire, and Megatron the past. Who could possibly betray him for yesterday’s model? Such an act
would be not only foolish, but dishonorable to the entire Decepticon cause.
“So… there is a traitor among us!” Instantly his processor overclocked in an attempt to calculate who among them
could have the sheer gall, let alone the means to pull off such treachery. Though loyalty was never a constant among the
Decepticon race, most could be controlled effectively through a combination of fear and bribery. At this most ancient of
Decepticon skills, Bludgeon was every bit Megatron’s equal. In fact, perhaps he was the superior, for there was no room for
a Starscream in his Empire. Everyone knew their place, and more importantly, Bludgeon’s place above them all. “We must
find the traitor quickly; Megatron’s troops will be here within the cycle.”
“I think I have a clue.” Darkwing spoke up. “Each of us leaves an electronic imprint on any connection we open, even
if it is from a remote station within the network.”
Bludgeon had never been one to keep up with the latest techno-babble and cyber-lingo. He was genuinely baffled
by what Darkwing might be suggesting. No. He wasn’t. Of course not. He was a leader. Leaders are never baffled. So he
managed an emotionless inquiry not indicative of his failure to grasp Darkwing’s gist, “Meaning?”
“We can pinpoint exactly where the traitor accessed the system using the signal telemetry, and then specifically identify
who did the accessing.” Darkwing was already performing the necessary traces. The originator of the hack was mere nanocycles away from detection. Bludgeon wore his eagerness on the boney features of his face. An image of the traitor appeared
on screen as the trace finished. At that moment, Bludgeon didn’t care why the fool had done it, but focused instead on how
he would be punished for his insolence.
“The imbecile, for him to think he would not be discovered…” Bludgeon spun to face Snaptrap, who was peering
over his commander’s shoulders to see the computer screen. The Seacon sub-commander nearly toppled backward when
Bludgeon turned about suddenly. Snaptrap recovered quickly and stood at attention as Bludgeon addressed him. “Gather
your comrades, I want this resolved NOW!”

Inside the armory, the lights were bright. Amazingly bright compared to the other areas of the bunker, as power had
been diverted to the photonics during the final adjustments to the weapons held within. Nothing showcased the grease and
dirt inside weapons like a brightly lit armory. Hun-Grrr grabbed a fistful of Energon chips from a plate he kept nearby and
tossed them over his left shoulder. He peered at the complex maze of parts that comprised the Terrax Lanlak-4 planetary
defense cannon that he had been working on and inserted a trusty sonic screwdriver, tightening the last of the screws and
bolts he had just put in place. The cannon was massive; it nearly filled the armory by itself. Luckily it was bolted to a sliding
friction-neutral platform that would move the cannon into place when the battle started, or else it would take the entire might
of Abominus to heft the humongous gun. “There, finished.” He surveyed the racks upon racks of weapons, munitions, and
implements of pain. Beautiful.
Hun-Grrr heard a cacophony of clattering steps emanating from the corridor behind him. He grabbed another handful
of Energon chips and threw them into the jealous maw hovering over his right shoulder as he turned to see who was headed
his way. He lifted the plate of chips toward the shadows in the hallway, and with the only mouth not full offered, “Fresh
Energon Stars, just like Ma-Grrr made ‘em.”



The approaching forms of Bludgeon, Snaptrap and the rest of the Seacons remained implacable in the face of the plate
of small Energon morsels. “Hun-Grrr!” Bludgeon bellowed. “Your attempt to sell us out to the enemy will not change the
outcome of my victory. And now your life is most decidedly at an end! Your death will come with NO honor!”
Not only did they ignore his generous offer of food, but they also accused him of conspiring with the enemy? Hun-Grrr
became enraged, spewing tiny bits of Energon from two of three draconian mouths as he bellowed back his response, “You
dare accuse me of betrayal!?!” He sprang to his feet, dropped the plate on the workbench, grabbed his sonic stun gun and
stormed forth at those with blame in their optics. As he neared them, he pointed the muzzle of the rifle squarely at Bludgeon.
Perhaps he had been kept bound up in the armory too long, some part of Hun-Grrr wondered of himself, as his trigger finger
itched for the cool metal beneath it.
It was the confirmation Bludgeon had been waiting for. With a smooth, graceful motion, Bludgeon halved the distance
between himself and the Terrorcon leader, swung his stalwart blade, and bisected Hun-Grrr’s stun gun. The giant gray and
purple robot’s optic grew wide at the two useless hunks of metal left in his hands. Bludgeon, legs bent, sword pointed at
Hun-Grrr’s throat, berated the Terrorcon further, “Your end comes now, traitor!”
As Bludgeon drew his blade back for the final blow, a fireball erupted against his spine. SHRAKK! The Decepticon
Pretender fell to his knees, smoke billowing from his back. “AHHH!”
The monstrous Terrorcon Blot skittered out from his hiding spot. The purple Decepticon foot soldier was in creature
mode, the barrel of his slime gun dripping ooze. Hun-Grrr stood upright, bisected gun still in hand, and towered over
the wounded Bludgeon. He raised the butt of the now non-functional rifle and prepared to smash it down on the back of
Bludgeon’s skull. “You are weak. Now YOU die!”
Before the rifle could connect with the disoriented Decepticon Pretender’s head, Snaptrap slammed into the Terrorcon
leader. Hun-Grrr struggled to break his foe’s grasp, but the Seacon spun them both around, and smashed the traitorous
Decepticon into the artillery platform he had just finished assembling. Fury flooded Hun-Grrr’s processor as he dug his
metallic talons into Snaptrap’s chest. Snaptrap bellowed in pain and withdrew momentarily. He regained composure, his
sable face a study in determination, and swung his balled fists together at Hun-Grrr’s head. The Terrorcon evaded the strike
successfully, at the same time launching his own. He threw his right leg into a lethal snap-kick, knocking Snaptrap backwards, and over top of Bludgeon. Hun-Grrr yelled at no one, and everyone, “RARRRR!!!”
The commotion had caused the other Terrorcons to come running from their various menial tasks. A fight was always
better than preparing gun stations. They didn’t even stop to question what the brawl was about. “Terrorcons! MERGE!”
Within nano-cycles of Hun-Grrr’s command, the Terrorcons were already changing shape. Limbs tucked into their sides,
giant fingers sprung from Cutthroat and Rippersnapper, and feet emerged from Sinnertwin and Blot. Before Snaptrap and
Bludgeon could recover, the five Terrorcons had become one huge Decepticon, Abominus, made all the more abominable by
the upgrades that Hun-grrr’s new form brought to the combiner. Even buried inside the mighty Abominus, Hun-Grrr’s fury
burned. The combiner howled as he glared down at the Seacons and Bludgeon, “GRRRRRR-RRRRAAARRRRR!”
Undaunted, the Seacons took up aim and fired on the behemoth before them. Abominus’s shoulder tore into the hypersteel ceiling as it was rocked back by the concussive force. They had the advantage of knowing just where to hit a combiner
to weaken the bonds on its members. Unfortunately for them, their weapons were too small and Hun-Grrr’s anger too great
for the Seacons to make any real impact on the combined monster. The giant Terrorcon shrugged off the laser fire and
turned towards the artillery cannon that Hun-Grrr had been working on. Massive hands grabbed the gun and tore it from its
moorings. Metal squealed as Abominus pulled the gun away from the sliding platform and lifted it over his head. In a careful
balancing act, the combiner took two steps backward, aimed his throw, and let the gun fly. In the brute’s limited processor,
it was surely a cunning tactic and an efficient use of materials. Overbite just barely ducked out of its path, and the other
Seacons scattered before the mountain of metal crashed to the floor. Snaptrap’s determination doubled, his hunter’s instinct
taking over. The only way that he was going to stop Abominus was if he joined the beast.



Without verbal command, but cued by a simple shared glance, the Seacons began to combine into their own colossal
monster. The individual members surrendered their consciousnesses to the swirling predatory thrill of the hunt as Piranacon
emerged once again. Snaptrap started the internal countdown as always; in four cycles the psychic connection between the
Seacons would be severed, and Piranacon would cease to be.
Piranacon poised to leap towards Abominus. The two titans were roughly equal in physical strength, but ever the
hunter, Piranacon studied his foe for a weakness. The connection points, the joints, the head; every potential striking point
was quickly logged and processed as the two massive robots circled each other. Then, as though an invisible flag had been
dropped, both lunged. Not far and not gracefully, to be sure, as the ceiling had not been built to contain two combiners at
war, but they lunged forth nonetheless. They met with a clash of thunder and screaming metal. Each tore into the other, and
four giant hands ripped and rendered everything within their grasp. Piranacon managed to shove the rabid Abominus off just
long enough to draw back his fist and strike the Terrorcon in the abdomen. Abominus stumbled, recovered and sent a roundhouse kick in Piranacon’s direction. But the hunter refused to go down. As Piranacon interlaced his gargantuan fingers with
his opponent, Overbite, the lone Seacon not combined into the aquatic avalanche of metal, sprang the trap. The mechanical
Selachimorph raced up Piranacon’s back, flipped into the air and transformed into weapons mode. A massive tidal wave of
salt-based corrosives surged forth from his barrel, spewing across Abominus’ face.
The brute fell to his knees, clawing at his face as the corrosives ate away at the metal. Blind, afraid, and near defeat, the
combiner drew on all the rage shared by his constituent members and put it to form: Abominus slammed Piranacon against
the wall, furiously pawing at him. Huge chunks of bright-colored metal were torn from his opponent. The berserker rage
was brought swiftly to a close, however, as Abominus was rewarded with a knee in his abdomen. Holding his stomach,
Abominus doubled over. As Piranacon balled his fists for a hammer-strike, ready to pummel Abominus’ back, the Terrorcon
swung a massive arm at the Seacon. Abominus’ back hand tore across Piranacon’s face, causing the behemoth to stumble
backward.
As the Seacon combiner fell to the floor, one of his legs detached. So focused was Abominus on smashing Piranacon’s
face that he didn’t see Nautilator transform into robot mode and position himself behind the Terrorcon combiner. Overbite
shifted out of weapons mode to join the orange and white prawn, and the duo targeted Abominus just behind the knees.



They fired simultaneously, and at full power. Abominus’s legs gave way, and he tumbled forward, landing hard on his knees.
“Grrraaahhh!”
Taking the momentary delay to their advantage, Overbite and Nautilator recombined with Snaptrap, only with Overbite
as the leg and Nautilator as the gun. Piranacon took aim with his new Targetmaster and fired. An unfathomably hefty heatseeking torpedo struck Abominus square in the chest. The giant Terrorcon yowled in pain and collapsed. Down on all fours,
Abominus still lunged at Piranacon, who managed to dodge the attack. Abominus fell off balance and tumbled to the side.
Piranacon stood and drew his sword. For a moment he paused, savoring the moment, and then plunged the sword’s coral
blade deep into Abominus’s back. The tip emerged through his chest, dripping vital fluid. Abominus looked down and stared
at the blade and oil erupting from the wound. Just before his optics faded black, he laughed; it sounded like metal grating
against metal.
Hun-Grrr was in stasis lock, but the remaining four Terrorcons struggled to keep Abominus functional. Arms and legs
flailed aimlessly. Piranacon stood back and watched as the Terrorcons began to follow their leader into stasis lock. One by
one they too fell offline.
Bludgeon swaggered over to the now motionless Abominus and looked down in disgust. “Get this heap out of here.”
Stormcloud, Battletrap, and Gutcruncher were led into the armory by Crankcase. The Triggercon may have been the
waste disposal expert, but for this job he needed the extra muscle. Piranacon eyed the newcomers eagerly. His oil-thirst was
still running hot; he wanted to tear into more robots. Fortunately for Crankcase and the clean-up crew, Snaptrap’s counter
hit zero and the Seacons separated, tumbling to the ground.
Snaptrap, Nautilator, Overbite, Seawing, and Skalor reconnoitered with Bludgeon, while Tentakil lingered, taking in the
scene of the fallen combiner. Bludgeon sneered at the mangled body. “The fools.” However, he knew he had not the opportunity to boast further. “Quickly, there is no time. We must prepare the counter-attack. If Hun-Grrr was able to transmit any
data to Megatron’s fleet then he may have access to our systems.”
Bludgeon turned and walked from the armory. The Seacons remained behind, relishing their handy work. The Pretender
called back to them, “We have no choice but to launch a missile offensive, but we must be at the controls. I need you six
with me.”

Warning klaxons blared in the command post. Bludgeon quickly assumed his command chair and brought up the
hologram of the planet. As the bright blue orb materialized before him, several small red triangles blinked into existence.
They were moving in formation, and fast. Bludgeon knew what they represented: a fleet of ships. Megatron’s ships. The
Seacons entered the command room as Bludgeon turned to issue his first orders. They remained frozen on his lipless mouth
as each Seacon scuttled to the appropriate station without need of any cue and immediately began preparing the bunker’s
defenses for the revised combat strategy. Bludgeon nodded his respect for the warriors’ efficiency and turned back to the
observational hologram that dominated the center of the spherical chamfer. Tentakil armed the missiles, his creature mode
affording him the six extra arms that were simultaneously whipping across the keyboard. Skalor ran the scanners, counting
out how many ships were making an approach and making sure none were hidden in the system’s various debris fields.
Nautilator brought the automated cannon turrets online. Overbite stared at the screens giving the status of the base, poised
to redirect power supply to compensate for any damage the stronghold might receive. Seawing plotted the trajectories of the
incoming vessels. Snaptrap stood behind Bludgeon’s command chair, arms folded neatly behind his back, poised to enact his



commander’s will. Bludgeon leaned forward and the red from the invading triangles reflected on his skeletal countenance.
Propped beside the chair was his katana, which he never let out of arm’s reach. He was trying to estimate the ships’ courses
himself. To see if they followed any of the standard military tactics of which he had long since been a student: Mok Bara,
Pel Taan, Savate. The formation exhibited none of the classic attack squadron shapes or maneuvers. It was almost as though
they were lounging about up there, waiting for something…
Bludgeon was so enthralled that he barely noticed the ivory form of Seawing walk up beside him and set a datapad down
on the arm of his command chair. “Here is the final data; we estimate they will be in range in two point six breems.”
Bludgeon didn’t move, the dancing red triangles maintained their hold on him. “Excellent work, Seawing.” A moment
later he reached down to pick up the report the Seacon scout had left, completely unaware that his blessed blade was no
longer propped against his steal settee.
The report was full of specious fluff, of which Bludgeon paid little mind. The Seacons were never known for their literary
sense. Seawing’s basic analysis of the ships’ formation was intriguing however: Offensive Strategy LV-117. Bludgeon
glanced back up at the gossamer globe and its scarlet orbiters. His optics held the scene loosely for a moment, as if the lights
were somehow dancing before him, until his processor locked them back into place, reality rushing to the fore. Sure enough.
LV-117. How had he missed that? It wasn’t one of the more common tactics. A fool’s gambit really, but it was still known
among most strategizing minds. The ships meander until the last moment, when they split into a pronged attack. Bludgeon
could see the ships already beginning to drift apart.
A face materialized next to the holographic planet, floating in a fixed orbit about the world, its sunken optics and mouthplate concealing any emotion the robot may be feeling. Bludgeon didn’t turn from his observations to address his lieutenant.
“Krok, have your troops in position. As soon as we fire the initial blasts to disable their ships, the Seacons and I will join
you. We shall tear every last one of them apart.”
Krok’s head nodded, orbited for a moment and then winked out of existence. Bludgeon logged the coordinates for first
missile volley. If it was LV-117, it would be best to fire where the ships would be in point three breems, rather than the value
he might get from using a standard velocity algorithm. The pronged attack was designed to be swift, unstoppable. But a
correctly placed missile could tear a prong to shreds, allowing a more focused defense. The Pretender turned toward Tentakil
to issue the order to aim the missiles at coordinates L3-Delta5-point 2.
The Seacon nodded and input the coordinates. A tentacle hovered just above the fire command key. Bludgeon turned
back to the hologram, ready to watch the red triangles blink from existence. Tentakil glanced at his fellow Seacons. Almost
telepathically, they all decided that it was time. They moved away from their stations toward the middle of the command
center. To quiet their conversion as much as possible, they opted not to engage their boosters, and instead physically climbed
over each other. Seawing and Nautilator clung to Snaptrap as he stood on the backs of Overbite and Skalor. Tentakil crawled
up Snaptrap’s back. Soon, the six Seacons were one over-sized robot holding a Mass-Compression Cannon. Bludgeon’s
stare remained on the scarlet geometric shapes in front of him. His jawbone dropped, mimicking a smile. His victory was
at hand; Megatron was right where the Pretender wanted him. He puffed out his chest armor, anticipating the destruction of
his only real opponent. “On my mark…”
As though still following Bludgeon’s command, Piranacon raised his right arm. Tentakil’s Targetmaster mode was in
the titan’s grasp, his crushing energy field already building inside the weapon’s barrel. Bludgeon turned his head from the
holographic planet to catch the shadow of the looming beast in the corner of his optic. Compared to the samurai-armored
skeleton, the Seacons in their combined mode were massive. From his perspective, Tentakil’s muzzle was an all-consuming
abyss. Bludgeon became a blurr of motion. In a nano-cycle, he spun the command chair away from the towering combiner
and kicked the massive throne from its mount, sending it careening off toward his opponent. He reached for his katana,
realizing too late that it was gone. Only then did Bludgeon recognize the truth. Despite his best analysis and confidence,
it was Megatron all along who had been the master tactician. Bludgeon’s jaw swung open as he bellowed his opponent’s
name. “Mega…!”





The crackling of the Mass-Compression Cannon drowned out Bludegon’s last word. The yellow energy bolt leapt from
Tentakil’s barrel at point blank range. Bludgeon knew there was no way to escape his fate.

The planet on the viewscreen continued its eternal glow unchanged. It looked exactly as it had just cycles before,
completely undemonstrative of the events transpiring on its surface. Starscream was bored as he watched the planet moving
below the ship. With all of his plotting and scheming, Megatron sure knew how to take the spice of war away from the
battlefront. He tried to imagine Bludgeon’s last moments, the Seacons sneaking up behind the ghastly Pretender. How dare
he? Did he believe himself worthy of being the one to destroy Megatron? The idiot! The honor of pulling that trigger was
Starscream’s alone. And it couldn’t be done from planets away; the only right way to extinguish Megatron’s spark of life was
face to face, a blade in his chest and terror in his optics. Starscream would relish that look as he twisted the blade between the
mighty Megatron’s plates, luxuriating in feeling vital components become shredded steel. That would be a victory millennia
in the making, the very antithesis of the cold thing that Bludgeon had sought.
Starscream became anxious, and broke the silence on the ship’s bridge, “Well?!? Are their defenses broken?”
Astrotrain examined the energy levels being emitted from the structure on the planet’s surface. “It appears so.” He
double-checked with the visuals of the Decepticon fortress. “Their weapons have all begun to lower….”
A light flashed at Soundwave’s communications console. The blue robot was bathed in purple from the various
monitors nearby. He turned to face Starscream. “We have an incoming signal. It is the coded surrender sequence we were
expecting.”
Starscream crossed his arms in triumph. His patented smirk replaced his look of boredom. He leaned back in the padded
captain’s chair and dropped his feet on the computer console in front of him. “Excellent. Send the message to Megatron.
This civil war is officially over.” Starscream’s ego slipped temporarily as he mentally gave credit to Megatron for the plan.
It was much easier, and less destructive than what Starscream had in mind. Now all they needed was to amalgamate the
two Decepticon armies and make sure that no more insurrection would be sown among their ranks. At least, not for now.
Megatron would be too much on guard following this Bludgeon ordeal. He needed to be lulled back into complacency, and
all the while Starscream would be sharpening his betrayal into the ultimate weapon of treachery.

Onscreen, the purple and black form of Snaptrap stood triumphant. On the wall to his left, a slurry of various hydraulic
fluids and orange and purple bits of metal slowly oozed toward the floor, leaving behind a scorched area of carbon scoring.
Behind the Seacon leader, his aquatic army mirrored their commander’s triumphant stature.
Megatron’s villainous smile swept across his face as he looked into the monitor. “As I told you earlier Ratchet, I am
everywhere. Bludgeon, in all his planning, never once allowed for the possibility that he was being played. Deception and
war, I do it better than any other!”
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The image in the monitor panned down to the metal paneling on the floor. Lying next to the command chair was a
familiar helmet, charred, crushed and split. It was Bludgeon’s kabuto. The corners of Megatron’s smile spread even wider.
“For Bludgeon though, the war is over.”
Megatron pulled himself from the bank of monitors that showcased his victory. He walked toward the battered white
and red Autobot sitting in the corner. He paused, the visage of the trophy no longer satisfied. The restored leader of the
Decepticon Empire reached down and lifted Ratchet from his bench. He carried the Autobot like a pile of spare parts out of
the dank room and down a dim-lit corridor. As they proceeded further into the darkness, more and more pipes began to line
the walls. The corridor opened into a room where the pipes at last terminated. The walls and ceiling looked like a nest of
vermiforms, crawling and writhing together. Against the far wall was a large vat of pearlescent fluid. The front casing of the
vat was a clear window, allowing one to observe the roiling liquid, and whatever, whoever, was dropped inside.
Megatron ascended the platform just above the vat. He lowered Ratchet’s motionless body into the swirling broth. The
Autobot looked at the Decepticon questioningly. However, both remained silent. Megatron’s face was as inexpressive as
the stone that surrounded his seat of power. The steel grating that comprised both the platform and its stairs chattered as
Megatron descended back to the solid floor. At the bottom of the stairs, he turned toward a control panel and entered a series
of commands.
The Decepticon continued their conversation from before. “For the rest of us, though, it is all starting once again. But
you interrupted me earlier. You asked me, why do we fight?”
“We fight, not to win, not because we fear we will lose…” He finished the last of the code and turned back to face the
motionless Ratchet. The lid to the vat began to close over the bobbing Autobot medic. Megatron watched Ratchet through
the vat’s window as the liquid penetrated the metals of his body plating and the robot began to glow. “We fight, Ratchet...
because it is what we do, it is who we are!”
Megatron turned and followed the worm-like pipes out of the room. He paused and glanced back just as he reached the
corridor. “Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have an empire to reclaim.”
Inside the vat, Ratchet began to change shape as the now bubbling liquid ate away at his damaged armor. He could just
barely hear Megatron call back, “Goodbye, old friend, give Prime my best.”

The lights in the vat had long since dimmed by the time the flurry of shadowy figures arrived. Shapeless black
masses born of the dark corridor, preceded by long vermillion pricks of light. The laser sights probed the darkness,
seeking purchase on some hidden enemy. One of the shadows burst from the corridor and into the expanse of the
vat room. It was Sideswipe, and his crimson armor seemingly ablaze with the same concern as its bearer. He ran to
the vat and climbed the stairs. Wasting no time he aimed at the hinges of the vat’s lid, and quickly blasted it loose.
Peering inside, he saw the body of his once-lost friend. Ratchet looked up at his comrade and offered a weak smile.
Ratchet sighed inwardly and silently opined, so many times I thought it was over, that my time was up.
Sideswipe pulled Ratchet from the CR chamber, as the Autobot medic slowly began to regain control of the limbs
that had for so long simply hung uselessly at his side. Ratchet’s new armor glimmered in the light as the photon
lamps above flickered to uneasy life. He saw that he had been reformatted into a slightly more bulky robot mode,
with thicker armor. Ratchet strained his optics to make out the other shadowy figures and smiled as he recognized
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them to be Optimus Prime and Sunstreaker.
Ratchet could see, underneath the ammunitions belt around his shoulder, scratches and
scars deep in Sunstreaker’s once bright yellow
paint. Yet once again they risk it all, Ratchet
thought.
The Autobots celebrated as they helped
Ratchet from the ruins of the Ark, his arms
draped over either twins’ shoulder as they
scaled the deep trench of stone that the old
vessel lay buried in. Beneath them, a fire
sprang to life and quickly spread across the
ship they once called home—a ship once
built for salvation—and seemingly Ratchet’s
last lingering hopes for peace and prosperity
burned with it.

“But while my friends, whom I had
forgotten I had, celebrated my return... I could
only think of what Megatron had said, and
that moment when everything that he had said
made a sharp, sick sense.” Ratchet was now
sitting behind a desk in the medical bay of
the Autobots headquarters on Earth. The pure
white walls sparkled as the light merrily bounced off them. The medic was adding an audio entry into his journals.
“We fight because it is what we do….”
He stared at the new medical dispenser and scalpel attachment that he carried, thinking it looked suspiciously
like a weapon of war. “Because it is who we are.”
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